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Commonwealth Forward Endorses Three Candidates
for House of Delegates

Norfolk, VA - Commonwealth Forward PAC, a progressive coalition fighting the corrosive
effects of corporate corruption in state politics, endorsed three candidates running in House of
Delegates primary contests to be held on June 8, 2021 in Virginia. This is the first endorsement
round for the organization.

“Commonwealth Forward is thrilled to announce our first round of endorsements for candidates
who will stand up to corporate corruption and fight for racial, environmental, and economic
justice,” said Kiera Hall, Commonwealth Forward’s Executive Director. “Pam, Elizabeth, and
Nadarius represent a new generation of bold leaders who will be champions of reform in the
House of Delegates. Commonwealth Forward is fully committed to sending these new voices to
Richmond to fight for all Virginians.”

Commonwealth Forward endorsed the following candidates:

● Pam Montgomery for House District 2: A former Army JAG officer and civil rights
attorney, Pam is running on a progressive platform that puts people ahead of corporate
interests. Pam’s legacy of service includes three decades protecting civil rights, fighting
for justice, and bringing people together to find solutions.

● Elizabeth Guzman for House District 31: Elizabeth is an incumbent Delegate running
for her third term. A mother to four children, Elizabeth is a social worker and public
administrator who was one of the first two Latinx women elected to the House of
Delegates.

● Nadarius Clark for House District 79: A 25-year-old community activist, Nadarius is
running for Delegate to bring a new generation of progressive leadership to the General
Assembly and provide representation to Virginia’s growing millennial population.

Commonwealth Forward will provide a comprehensive suite of resources to endorsed
candidates. Investments will vary by candidate and campaign but include leadership training,
cutting-edge digital and direct voter contact programs, as well as direct financial support.
Learn more at www.CommonwealthForward.com.
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